
Preface

Since 1788, when the first penal settlements were established
in Botany Bay and Norfolk Island, a continuing but uneasy
relationship has existed between these former British dependencies.
This uneasiness is partly due to the historical realities of the internal
and external forces which shaped Australia’s development as a nation.
However, it also has its origins in the continuing struggle of the
Norfolk Island community to maintain its identity and achieve
a greater degree of independence.

When Australia took over responsibility for Norfolk Island in 1914,
it inherited other ‘unfinished business’ that reflected the way in
which the Norfolk Islanders viewed themselves as being both part of
the British Empire and a distinct Pacific island community. Tensions
and ambiguities in the relationship continued, including many
anomalies in governance, which have persisted since those early
years after Federation. Legal and administrative differences in 
the provision of social services, immigration and residential
requirements, and electoral procedures, serve to emphasise Norfolk
Island’s unique situation, while at the same time it is still subject to
overall Commonwealth jurisdiction.1

The starting point for exploring this relationship is the socio-
political context of the appointment, in July 1914, of the first
Commonwealth Administrator of Norfolk Island. The direct
involvement of Atlee Arthur Hunt, then Secretary of the
Department of External Affairs, eventually ensured the continuing
appointment of Michael Vincent Murphy (New South Wales
Administrator and Chief Magistrate). Hunt visited Norfolk Island
in December 1913. He formed the opinion that the continuance of
Murphy would counteract the mistrust and opposition many
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Islanders had towards another change in administration. In order to
achieve this end, Hunt had to fend off other prospective applicants
who were busy ingratiating themselves with the Minister for
External Affairs Patrick McMahon Glynn, and Prime Minister
Joseph Cook. 

While a major focus of this study is on the personalities, and the
political processes, involved in the transfer of Norfolk Island to the
Commonwealth of Australia, these events occurred after more than
a century of British settlement. Contemporary accounts during
this period reflected the very different perspectives of many of the
significant decision-makers, and were often marked by a lack
of understanding of, let alone consultation with, those who were the
subject of administrative decisions on the other side of the world. 

Chapters 1 and 2 provide a summary of the history of British
involvement with Norfolk Island, the settlement of Pitcairners in
1856, and the shift in authority to New South Wales some 40 years
later. These chapters provide the historical context within which the
final transfer of authority for Norfolk Island to the Commonwealth
of Australia took place, and the roots of the continuing uneasy
relationship between these two former British dependencies. 

In 1914, when responsibility for Norfolk Island was transferred to
the Commonwealth of Australia, the process of redefining Australia’s
new relationship with Britain was not yet complete. This lack of
closure also contributed to the ambiguities surrounding the
acceptance by Australia of Norfolk Island as a dependent, but
separate, territory. 

Official and private correspondence, government reports, personal
diaries, and contemporary descriptions of individuals and events,
illustrate how different players reacted to the transfer of Norfolk
Island to Commonwealth control, and how the new system
of administration developed. Other secondary sources have helped
to provide the historical and contemporary context within which
to examine the processes of official decision-making and the impact of
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political, bureaucratic, and personal relationships on the final
outcome. Although the processes and protocols of colonial governance
might have been laid down, informal relationships between public
servants, politicians and governors shaped government decision-
making in significant, and sometimes quite surprising, ways. 

During my initial research, a picture emerged of the intertwining
nature of official and unofficial encounters, and of the personalities
and perceptions of key decision-makers. The Minister, the Secretary
and the Administrator were identified as significant and continuing
Australian actors during the early years of Commonwealth
authority. Their formal and informal contacts shed light on the way
in which the governance of Norfolk Island was approached during a
period when the Federal Government was feeling its way as a new
force in the South-West Pacific. 

As the story unfolded, it became clear that events prior to and
following the take-over also highlighted the continuing struggle 
of a small, embattled community for greater autonomy. Norfolk
Islander Charles Chase Ray Nobbs was one of the leading
protagonists during this period. His attempts to undermine the
absolute authority of successive administrators, while not always
successful, made him a formidable opponent whose influence was
felt until his death in 1938, some years after the other three players
had departed the scene. 

In Chapter 3, contemporary accounts, diaries and letters have been
used to present profiles of these four individuals who were
significant actors in the socio-political events prior to and after the
Commonwealth take-over. There were many other fascinating
players, any of whom might have been selected. Ultimately,
however, it was Glynn, the Commonwealth Minister, Hunt, the
Departmental Secretary, Murphy, the Administrator, and Nobbs,
the Norfolk Island patriot, who stood out as most representative of
those involved in the complex and sometimes confused decision-
making processes of the time. 
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Chapter 4 concentrates on the final stages of the transfer of the
control of Norfolk Island from New South Wales to the
Commonwealth of Australia. Letters, reports and memoranda
highlight the strength of the campaign to appoint Murphy as the first
Commonwealth Administrator, and the countervailing forces which
sought to circumvent his appointment. Chapter 5 considers
Murphy’s term as Administrator, and the particular difficulties he
faced as the final authority in an isolated and sometimes conflict-
ridden community. 

Chapter 6 covers Murphy’s return, several years after his initial
retirement, to restore calm and ‘pick up the pieces’ left by a less
astute administrator, and the final years of Nobbs’ struggle against
Commonwealth hegemony. Two case studies in the following chapter
illustrate the complex and often tense Imperial, Commonwealth and
State relations in these early years after Federation. In the final
chapter, some of the current debates between the Commonwealth
and Norfolk Island are discussed, and the dilemmas inherent in this
small isolated community’s yearning for independence and self-
determination.

Politicians and Public Servants: 
Personalities and Protocol

In 1901, Atlee Arthur Hunt, who had been Barton’s private secretary,
was appointed as the first permanent head of the Department
of External Affairs. Until 1909, this also included responsibility for the
Prime Minister’s Office, so Hunt was in a key position to influence
the development of appropriate lines of communication between
federal politicians and public servants, and between different levels
of government.

In April 1904, outgoing Prime Minister Alfred Deakin outlined to
Hunt his views on the ‘correct’ relationships between ministers and
their departmental heads. Deakin noted that he had learned
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by experience that it was better for a politician to maintain some
personal distance, as despite the need to obtain what is now often
termed ‘frank and fearless advice’, the politician always had to make
the final decision. Hunt recorded this conversation in his personal
diary, adding the observation that this helped to explain why,
despite the good relationship that existed between them, there had
been no informal social contacts.2

When the incoming Minister for External Affairs took over, the
correct professional relationship between Minister and Secretary was
soon to be tested. Hunt commented in his diary that Hughes paid
very little attention to departmental advisory briefings and his
frequent absences from the office when matters needed to be
discussed could be very irritating. However, after the short-lived
Watson Ministry came to an end, a diary note of 17 August
suggested that Hughes had redeemed himself, at least as far as his
personal qualities were concerned:3

However strongly we differed and we did so pretty often, he never
bore any malice. On one or two occasions when he quite lost his
temper, he came up next day as friendly as ever.

As ministers came and went, Hunt developed his own style
of dealing with different personalities and achieving desired policy
goals, even when his political superiors were less than enthusiastic
about the preferred departmental position. At the same time,
demarcation disputes between the States and the Commonwealth
had to be sorted out. Governors and Premiers often felt that their
authority was being undermined by the Commonwealth, and, as
described in greater detail in Chapter 7, a new relationship between
Australia and Britain was also being defined. All of these issues came
into play during the years prior to and following the transfer 
of Norfolk Island to Australian control. 

There is a striking immediacy and relevance in many of the
professional and protocol issues which were raised in those early
years of Federation. Reading personal and highly confidential
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communications written by governors, politicians, public servants, and
community members provides a valuable insight into the way they
viewed the world, and their own particular responsibilities. But these
insights also diminish any desire to make glib comments about their
‘success’ or ‘failure’ and it is often impossible to maintain any
semblance of academic objectivity. The very persuasiveness of their
often opposing arguments ultimately means that there can be no
villains — rather, in different and often idiosyncratic ways they were all
heroes.

The wealth of official documents, personal diaries, formal and
informal correspondence, and contemporary accounts might tempt
the reader to conclude that the picture is complete. Yet, at the same
time there are many unanswered questions, and some aspects of
characters and events remain shadowy and ill-defined. 

My hope is that, in the future, additional personal and unofficial
historical material will become available. This will further contribute
to our understanding of the political decision-making processes in
those early heady years after Federation was finally achieved.

Endnotes
1 See Appendix 1, ‘Norfolk Island: the current context’.
2 NLA: MS 1100, Atlee Arthur Hunt, Dairy entries for April 1904.
3 Ibid: Entry for 17 August 1904.
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His Excellency Sir William Thomas Denison, K.C.B. &c. &c.,
Colonel of the Royal Engineers and Formerly Governor General 
of the Australian colonies, 1863
Chant, J.J. (James John),b. ca. 1820. 
PIC S8003, By permission of the National Library of Australia




